Briardspecial
Nordstjärnan 16 juli 2016
Domare: Ingrid Gossens

BIM & BIR 2016
Chêne Colline's Dissmissed Devil & Zhamanen Ms Goalie

BIR & BIM veteran 2016
Don Fido's Polluxx & Rave on Bellita Fauve MR.

BIR & BIM junior 2016
Anamma Nord Lasse-Lucifer & Goblinwalley Slow and Easy.

BIM & BIR valp 2016
Amandus de la region Montagneuse & Goblinwalley Sink the Pink

Picard BIR valp Maxime v.d. Bovendijkse Hoeve

Atengaflu's Fox-Äcyt
SE21152/2016, f. 2016-02-24, fawn
e.C.I.E, NO USH, NO V-09, NORD V-11, SV V-10, SV
VCH Atengaflu's Ythos
u. Atengaflu's Änja
Male nearly 5 month, typical head, much expression,
dark eyes, correct ears, scissorbite, very good topline,
long tail. Correct proportion, parallel standing in front and
behind, color excellent and quality of coat, good
movement but loose in front, sorry but the character are
a little bit of aggressive.
Don’t get any price

Maxime v.d. Bovendijkse Hoeve
f. 2016-02-12, fawn
e. Jarret De Luciwan
u. Indy v.d Bovendijkse Hoeve
Female 5 month, very nice head, middle dark
eye, scissorbite, very elegant type, long good
neck, long tail and a little bit gay, parallell
standing in front and a little bit front feet turn
out, nice proportion, good topline, the coat in
color and quality are excellent, the back is a
little bit loose, very good movement, character
very friendly but a little bit shy.
EXC1 HP BIR VALP

Amandus de la region montagneuse
VDH-BCD A7268/276094500165618, f. 201512-18, fawn
e.Ch Int., BCD,Fr,VDH,Nl,Lux Fidel des
Enfants des Pierrailles
u. Dkuch DKV13 FIV13 Sel SV & FRA
Blandine de la Courette reveuse
Male almost 7 month, very impressive,
excellent type, wonderful head, dark eyes, ears
folded, minimal pince spite, correct topline,
need to mature in chest, parallel in front and
back. Correct dewclaw, correct long tail, color
excellent of coat, the quality a little bit soft, very
friendly character , movement smooth action,
have 2 testicles
EXC1 HP BIM-Valp

Goblinwalley High Voltage
SE14029/2016, f. 2016-01-09, svart
e KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13
LVW-14 SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr.
Svensk Briard Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan
Vinnare-15 Goblinwalley Shut up and Dance
u. LV JW-14 DK UCH NO UCH LV CH C.I.E
SEL SWE-16 Afrodite Ein Bayrisches
Sonnenkind
Male 6 month excellent type with correct head,
very nice head, correct ears dark eyes
scissorbite, very strong bones good topline,
parallel standing in front and behind, long tail,
correct declaw, the coat color excellent, quality
a little bit soft. Excellent character, friendly and
jolly, sorry find today only one testicle that’s
only reason to not price today

Kühlwalda aux pattes velues – Ej på plats
FI30036/16, f. 2015-11-21,fawn
e.VDH CH NL CH CH,Easy Rider aux pattes velues
u. VDH-CFH-BR Tauntaun aux Pattes Velues

Goblinwalley Sink the Pink
SE14033/2016, f. 2016-01-09,svart
e. KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13 LVW-14
SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr. Svensk Briard
Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan Vinnare-15 Goblinwalley
Shut up and Dance
u. LV JW-14 DK UCH NO UCH LV CH C.I.E SEL SWE16 Afrodite Ein Bayrisches Sonnenkind
Female 6 month, excellent type , wonderful head correct
ears ,dark eyes scissorbite, correct topline, parallel
standing in front and behind, long tail , correct dewclaw,
excellent proportion , the coat is excellent excellent, the
quality a little bit soft, the movement has smooth action,

EXC1 HP BIR VALP BISVALP

the tail was well carried, the character is excellent , friendly and
lovely , a dog for future , bästa valp

Anamma Nord Lasse-Lucifer
SE35668/2015, f. 2015-05-05,svart
e. NL CH, BE CH, C.I.E.,Djinn Noiraud van de
Boksenberg
u. DK UCH, KORAD Anamma Nord Gullan-Grym
Male 14 month , typical dog with excellent
proportion, excellent head with correct ears, dark
eyes scissorbite, excellent neck, strong topline,
parallel standing in front and behind, hazelnut
eyes, the chest excellent for age, very good
angulation , well carried long tale, testicle ok,
correct dewclaw, coatquality perfect, in moment a
little reddish, movement smooth action, excellent
character
EXC 1 CK, BIM Junior

Sv Briardvinnare -16, Sv Briardvinnare Junior 16 Goblinwalley Guilty of love SE30895/2015, f.
2015-04-25, fawn
e. KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13
LVW-14 SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr.
Svensk Briard Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan
Vinnare-15 Goblinwalley Shut up and Dance
u. SE JV-12 C.I.E. NO UCH LVCH
Berger la motte's Goblin Cuba Libre
Excellent dog with much expression, the head are
masculine, the eyes are middlebrown, correct
ears, the muscles are excellent, the neck is
excellent, strong bones, very good topline, the tail
is correct leanght, well carried, correct dewclaw,
testicle ok, very good angulation, standing parallel
in front and behind, coat quality a little bit soft,
very friendly, the movement ground covering
movement
EXC2 Ck

Korad Anamma Nord Igor-Imperator S53697/2009, f.
2009-07-18, fawn
e. Korad Anamma Nord Gunnar-Gangster
u. Korad Dimage Du Champ D'Ardoye
Male 7 years, typical male with excellent head, hazelnut
eyecolor, correct ears, scissorbite but a little bit pincer,
very good neck , firm topline, parallel standing in front
and behind, excellent angulation, long hair and quality,
character very friendly dog, testicel and dewclaw is ok ,
movement is ground covers, the tail is a little bit gay.
Excellent type
EXC2 ck 3 BHKL

Korad Selectionnée Anamma Nord Jerker Jackpott Ej på plats
SE23198/2012 f. 2012-02-20, fawn
e. Eragon des Planies de Brotonne
u. KORAD DK UCH Anamma Nord Gullan-

Anamma Nord Karlgunnar-Kaxig
SE53248/2013, f 2013-09-02, fawn
e. Korad Anamma Nord Gunnar-Gangster
u. Korad Dimage Du Champ D'Ardoye
Typical male with excellent head, hazelnut color eyes, left
ear is folded, scissorbite, correct topline, long tail
,dewclaw and testicles are ok , parallel standing in front
and behind, excellent angulation shoulder-chest, long hair
and quality is excellent, ground cover movement with well
carried tail, character is very friendly and secure in his
personality
EXC 1 CK 2BHKL

JEUW-14 SE JV-15 Unlimited Speed Moravia Campanella
SE32479/2014, f 2013-11-18, fawn
e. Mult CH Lindor z Kuzni Championow
u. CH Una Astre Magnifique Moravia Campanella
Excellent type with the correct ears, masculine head, the eyes
are a little bit light, excellent muscles, scissorbite, correct
neck, (the topline, a little bit sloaping topline in standing but
you can’t see it in movement) ground covering movement,
excellent shoulder and angulation, parallel standing in front,
behind a little bit splade feet, character very friendly, well
carried tale, testicle dewclaws is ok
EXC 3

CIB CIE CSSPCH EECH KORAD NORDUCH FIUCH
SE UCH NO UCH DK UCH TJH EECH RLD N RLD F
SEL FRA SEL SWE CSAU
Chêne Collines Dissmissed Devil
S56763/2009 f. 2009-09-07, svart
e. KORAD C.I.E. C.I.B. SV-V10 NORD UCH EECH LP1
LP2 RLD N RLD F Briett Svensk Briardveteranvinnare15 Nordstjärnan veteranvinnare-15 Don Fido´s Polluxx
u. Woodlooks Gracious Garbo
Excellent type with typical head, correct ears , dark
eyes, scissorbite, excellent shoulder chest, the feet a
little bit turned out, excellent bones, the tail is a little bit
short, the testicles dewclaw are ok, ground covering
movement with well carried tail, the coat in very good
color and excellent quality , the character is friendly and
lovely
EXC1 CK 1BHKL BIM

KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13 LVW-14
SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr. Svensk Briard
Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan Vinnare-15
Goblinwalley Shut up and Dance
SE39494/2010 f. 2010-05-27, fawn
e. KORAD C.I.E. C.I.B. SV-V10 NORD UCH EECH LP1
LP2 RLD N RLD F Briett Svensk Briardveteranvinnare-15
Nordstjärnan veteranvinnare-15 Don Fido´s Polluxx
u. NORDUCH INTUCH TJH Goblinwalley Sunday Girl
Very typical dog with excellent head, very masculine, the
ears are little bit foalded, scissorbite, excellent muscles,
correct neck, excellent angulation, parallel standing in
front and behind, chest is good depth, correct topline, the
coat is excellent and quality excellent, testicle and
dewclaw is ok, very typical dog , character friendly and
lovely
EXC3 CK

DK CH, NO UCH Goblinwalley Whiskey in The Jar
SE13345/2012, f. 2011-12-26, Svartfödd grå
e. C.I.B, C.I.E, DK UCH, NORD UCH, KORAD
O'Lydia Zalmijack
u. Goblinwalley Hotter Than Hell
Typical elegant male with excellent head,
middlebrown eyes, the left ear are folded, scissorbite,
excellent topline, chest very good angulation, the tale
is correct long, parallel standing in front and behind,
the movement smooth action, testicle and dewclaw
are ok, character is friendly and lovely, all point in
excellent coat
EXC2 CK

KORAD CIE CIB NORD UCH EECH Sv-V10 LP1 LP2
RLD N RLD F Briett Svensk Briard veteranvinnare 15 Nordstjärnan Veteranvinnare -15 Don Fidos
Polluxx
S38383/2007 f. 2007-04-27, fawn
e. Don Fidos Majjestixx
u. KORAD Mariell De Marque Tintomara
9,5 years old with excellent temperament, very typeful
excellent head folded ears, dark eyes scissorbite, dog
in best condition, very good topline angulation chest
and bones, dewclaw ok, the tail is long and correct,
ground covering movement with well carried tail, very
friendly and lovely dog, type with much expression, the
coat in excellent length and color, have test for testicles
EXC1 CK 4BHKL, BIR VETERAN

Whatuas Eolo 4
S51761/2006, f. 2006-08-02, fawn
e Vet Del Conte Rissoso
u. Whatuas Beauty Babe
Very type dog, excellent head, correct ears, very
dark eyes, he have lost some teeth in a ” fight “,
dog in best condition, very typical dog ,very good
topline chest and shoulders and bones, parallel
standing in front and behind, tail is a little bit short,
coat quality excellent and length is excellent, very
mice character, very sympatic dog, have test for
teeth and declaw
EXC2 CK

Barn med hund 2016

Anamma Nord Lisa-Lakrits
SE35675/2015, f. 2015-05-05, svart
e. NL CH, BE CH, C.I.E. Djinn Noiraud van de
Boksenberg
u. DK UCH, KORAD Anamma Nord Gullan-Grym
Typical young female, with much expression,
excellent head, correct ears scissorbite, the eye a
little bit light, excellent neck topline, angulation
shoulder chest is excellent for the age, parallel
stand in front, standing behind is a little bit open,
excellent proportion, coat is quality excellent, color
is good a little bit red, character is friendly and
lovely, tail is long ground covering movement, well
carried tail.
EXC 3 CK

Anamma Nord Lydia-Ligist
SE35677/2015, f. 2015-05-05, fawn
e. NL CH, BE CH, C.I.E. Djinn Noiraud van de
Boksenberg
u. DK UCH, KORAD Anamma Nord Gullan-Grym
14 month old female, excellent head , folded ear,
middle brown eyes, scissorbite, very good topline,
the chest a little bit small because of age, standing in
front and behind are parallel, very good angulation,
long tail and a little bit gay, dewclaw ok, coat is very
good quality and excellent but must be a little bit
more uniform. The movement is good but a little bit
puppy like, the price for today is because she have to
grow in her body. Next year will it probably be better
VG

Cartier Monzerat Birgit
SE57356/2015, f. 2015-10-16, svart
e. JWW-14 DK JV-14 Cartier Monzerat
Mighty Master
u. DK UCH DK V-13 FI V-13 FR CH
Cartier Monzerat Ming
9 month old female, very typeful, excellent
proportion, the head is excellent for the
year, dark eyes scissorbite, topline is
excellent, chest is excellent but it lost a
little bit deep, parallel standing in front and
behind, the coat quality is a little bit soft,
very good angulation, very temperament
dog with much expression, movement with
smooth action, the tail is well carried, this
is a dog for a hart, dewclaw is ok
EXC4 Ck

Elite Look Dalido
CMKU/BRI/6481/15, f. 2015-09-24, fawn
e. C.I.E. CZ&SK&PL&AT&VDH Ch CZ&SK
JCh JWW'11 WW'15 FR&CZ&B&D Sel.
Taboo Dalido
u. SK GrCh PL&VDH&SK Ch Unique Beau
Dalido
10 month female with excellent type, head
has much expression, correct ears dark eyes
scissorbite, topline in the moment a little bit
soft, the chest is bright but lost a little bit in
deep, very good angulation, excellent bones,
dewclaw is ok. The coat quality a little bit soft,
long tail, excellent shoulder, ground covering
moving with excellent carrying tail
EXC2 CK

Goblinwalley Slow and Easy
SE30896/2015, f. 2015-04-25,fawn
e.KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13 LVW14 SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr. Svensk Briard
Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan Vinnare-15
Goblinwalley Shut Up And Dance
u. SE JV-12 C.I.E. NO UCH LVCH Berger la Motte's
Goblin Cuba Libre
Type dog with excellent head, folded ears,
middlebrown eyes, scissorbite, excellent neck topline
shoulder, the chest in the best way to develop,
excellent angulation, the coat quality very good,
dewclaws is ok, very typical dog, ground covering
movement with excellent carried tail
EXC1 CK BIR JUNIOR

Briemates Golden Gipsy
DK SE26793/2015 f. 2015-03-20, fawn
e. C.I.B C.I.E KORAD Tjh SeUCH NoUCH
FiUCH DkUCH NordUCH EE CH CSSP CH
RLD N RLD F CSAU Sel Fra Sel Swe Chêne
Colline's Dissmissed Devil
u. LP 1 Sel Swe, Tresor de Brie Kita Noir MG
15 month old female, with nice proportion,
excellent head, correct ears, middlebrown
eyes, scissorbite, excellent neck, topline in the
movement a little bit soft, tail correct long,
shoulder excellent, angulation excellent, the
chest lost a little bit depth, the coat quality
excellent, movement with smooth action, well
carried tail.
EXC2 CK

NordJW'15 FIJW'15 HeJW'15 Zhamanen Ms Goalie
FI54377/14 f. 2014-10-29, fawn
e. C.I.E. No Uch FIJW'12 HeJW'12 Zhamanen
Lovestruck
u. Zhamanen Vamp
Very typeful dog with excellent head ears, dark eyes
scissorbite, excellent topline, angulation, very good
chest, very typical proportion, very much expression,
dewclaw are ok, the coat quality in (best)
development, wonderful movement with ground
covering movement, perfect carried tail
EXC1 CK 1 BTKL BIR BIS

TJH KORAD LP1 RLDN RLDF Eau De Luxx Exxtra of Memorr-Y
SE49772/2013, f.2013-09-01, Fawn
e. Intuch CSSP CH SL IPO I-3 Brian Badrias Darling
u. KORAD CIE LP2 LP1 RLDN RLDF Don Fidos Me-morr De
Luxx
2,5 year female, excellent head dark eyes, scissorbite, folded
ears , excellent neck topline chest, the angulation front is very
good back is excellent, standing in front and behind parallel,
excellent proportion from the body, dewclaw ok .The coat
quality is excellent, excellent and length excellent, the
movement smooth action a little bit gay carried tail
Svensk utställnings champion EXC1 CK CERT

KORAD Anamma Nord Jenny-Jehu
SE23201/2012 f. 2012-02-20, fawn
e. ESP CH, IT CH, MON CH, C.I.E. Eragon des
Plaines de Brotonne
u. DK UCH, KORAD Anamma Nord Gullan-Grym
4,5 old female, elegant type with excellent head and
ears . The eyes are light, sisscorbite, excellent neck,
the shoulder a little bit straight. The topline are
excellent, the tail is long, the chest is little bit small
and lost of deep. Very good bones, the movement is
smooth action.
EXC3

Anamma Nord Klara-Kavat
SE53252/2013 f. 2013-09-02, fawn
e. KORAD Anamma Nord Gunnar-Gangster
u. KORAD Dimage Du Champ D'ardoye
Very rustical female 2,5 year, with typefull head,
excellent ears , dark eyes scissorbite, the
shoulder is a little bit straight ,excellent topline
bones, in front parallel standing feet turn on a
little bit, dewclaws are ok, long tail, coat quality
are a little bit wawy, very long hair, very good
movement with well carried tail.
EXC4

Cartier Monzerat Tamara
s43557/2009 f. 2009-05-04, svart
e. DKUCH NORDV-08 KORAD Iago el Xargall
u. Gilcoru Madame D´Brie
6 years old female, excellent head ears, dark
eyes, scissorbite, excellent topline shoulder
chest, very good bones, long tail, dewclaw are
ok, standing in front spread feet, parallel
behind. Very dark pigment, very ground
movement, well carried tail. The coat is
excellent
EXC2 CK

KORAD LP2 Diamond-Shock
SE42036/2012 f. 2012-06-24, svart
e. KORAD LP1 LP2 Goblinwalley God Of
Thunder
u. KORAD LP1 Goblinwalley Black Diamond
4years old grey female, typical head, folded
ears, middlebrown eyes, sisscorbite, excellent
neck, very good topline and chest, standing in
front parallel in the back a little bit splayed feet.
The shoulder a little bit straight. Angulation in
front very good, in back excellent. The coat
quality very good, excellent proportion of the
body, movement with smooth action and well
carried tail.
EXC

Eau De Luxx Wishing For Exxtra
SE49776/2013 f. 2013-09-01, fawn
e. CSSP CH INT UCH IPOIII SL CH Brian Badrias
Darling
u. KORAD CIE LP1 LP2 RLD N RLD F Don Fidos
Me-Morr-Y De Luxx
2,5 year old female, very elegant, excellent
proportion from the head, folded ears, middlebrown
eyes sissorbite, the chest must be more developed,
the bones is very elegant, long tail, excellent
angulation, stand behind and in front are parallel.
The whole dog looks very young for the age. It´s an
excellent dog but must developed.
EXC

Goblinwalley Princess of the Dawn Ej på plats
SE34865/2014 f. 2014-05-06, svart
e. KORAD NO UCH DKCH LVCH CIE SEV-13
LVW-14 SEV-15 KBHV-15 Sel.Swe. Sel. Fr.
Svensk Briard Juniorvinnare-11 Nordstjärnan
Vinnare-15 Shut Up And Dance
u. Goblinwalley Hotter Than Hell
LP2 Heta-Hullda
SE51935/2013 f. 2013-09-12, fawn
e. KORAD C.I.E. C.I.B. SV-V10 NORD UCH
EECH LP1 LP2 RLD N RLDF Briett Svensk
Briardveteranvinnare -15 Nordstjärnan
veteranvinnare -15 Don Fido´s Polluxx
u. SLCH LPElit SE UCH KORAD Goblinwalley
Nirvana
2,5 year old female, excellent head eye, correct
ears scissorbite, the shoulders a little bit straight,
excellent topline, stand in front and behind the
feet a little bit turned out, chest are good, long
tail, very good angulation, movement with smooth
action and correct carried tail. Coat quality are
very good.
EXC

Odder Rué Jösses
SE10822/2014, f. 2013-11-17, fawn
e. Korad, NuCh, Sel Jolly Jumper Moravia
Campanella
u. Tresor De brie Izza Fauve AF
3 years old female, excellent head with folded ears,
Eyes should be darker, scissorbite. Shoulder
angulation in front are very good, angulation back
are excellent. Parallel standing in front and back.
Coat quality and length are excellent. Tail is a little
bit short carried very well, character are calm and
friendly. The movement is smooth action. Nice type
but today she gets VG couse of too much weight.
VG

Zara Fashion Look Dalido
FI16205/16, f. 2014-06-04, svart
e. C.I.B. C.I.E. Multi Ch & Winner Li-Brie's Free Wheeler
u. C.I.E. Multi Ch J'Adore Dalido
Very typeful female with excellent head ears and dark
eyes and dark pigment. Scissorbite, excellent neck
topline, much expression, parallel standing in front and
behind. Very Good angulation excellent chest. Long tail,
the coat is excellent length and the quality a little bit
soft. Groundcovering movement with excellent
tailcarrier.
EXC1 CK 4BTKL

LV JW-14 NO UCH DK CH LV CH CIE Sel.Swe16 Afrodite Ein Bayrisches Sonnenkind
SE17054/2013 f. 2012-10-15 svart
e. SEL CH Manuel Boramo Sole
u. CH CIE Apawi Avec La Force De L'Ours
Very Typical championdog, excellent head and
ears, dark eyes, scissorbite but only bearly, in all
point and nearly excellent dog only the tail is a
little bit short and quality of coat is a little bit soft.
EXC 1 CK 2BTKL

SE JV-12 LV W-14 C.I.E NO UCH LV CH
Berger la Motte's Goblin Cuba Libre
SE50084/2011 f. 2011-08-02 fawn
e. Merlin Enfant Par La Garrigue
u. DK&NO UCH KBH V-09 KORAD
NORD&FI V-2009 PL CH & LU CH VDH CH
Imogene Enfant Par La Garrigue
Very Typical dog, very elegant and feminine
head, dark eyes, excellent ears, scissorbite,
excellent angulation and chest, long tail, long
hair, coat very good quality. Ground covering
movement and excellent carring of tail. Dog
with much expression.
EXC2 CK

CIE NORD FI NO DK UCH WW-14 EDS-15 CPH
w -13 FRA SEL -14 SWE SEL - 13 SV BRIARD
V-14 SV BRIARD V- 13 Berger La Motte´s
Magica Czarna
S51294/2009 f. 2009-07-04 svart
e. PLCH INTUCH RUCH LVCH LTCH EECH
Duzy Ciasteczkowy Potwor Kudlate Se
u. Green Pond´s Free Fantasy
Very typeful female, excellent head and ears ,
dark eyes, scissorbite, excellent topline, tail a little
bit short, very good angulation, dewclaw are ok,
excellent chest, very good shoulder, very typical
dog with great expression. Coat is in all tre point
excellent. Movement with smooth action.
EXC4 CK

CIE KORAD LP1 LP2 RLDN RLDF Don Fidos
Me-Morr-Y De Luxx
S66872/2009 f. 2009-11-01 fawn
e. CIE CIB NORD UCH EECH SV-10 KORAD LP1
LP2 RLDN RLDF SVENSK BRIARDVETERAN
VINNARE 15 NORDSTJÄRNARN
VETERANVINNARE 15 Briett Don Fidos Polluxx
u. LP1 Don Fidos Costa Del Soul
Very feminine dog. Very elegant. Excellent head
and ears, dark eyes, scissorbite, excellent
proportion from body, very young looking dog, very
good angulation dewclaw are ok, correct long tail,
the chest a little bit small, movement with smooth
action. Need to cover the ground a little bit more.
Coatquality a little bit soft, excellent length.
EXC

No Ch NordJW'11 FIJW'11 AD NL Sel.Zhamanen
Xmas Gift
FI14865/11, 2010-12-27, fawn
e. No Ch NordJW'11 FIJW'11 AD NL Sel. Monami Pour
Toujours Galileo
u. Zhamanen Ibiza Hippie
Very elegant dog, excellent type with feminine head,
dark eyes, very nice angulation and topline, excellent
ears, excellent topline angulation shoulder, very feminine
topline, excellent character, very good coatquality.
Ground covering movement with excellent carried tail.
Stand in front and behind parallel
EXC3 CK

KORAD TJH LP1 RldN RldF SUCH FINUCH NUCH
DKUCH NORDUCH C.I.B. RaveOn Bellita Fauve MR
S26918/2008 f.2008-03-11, fawn
e. Don Fido´s Majjestixx
u. Norduch LPII Intuch Isfolkets Rave On
Very typeful veteran female in best condition. Excellent
head and ears with dark eyes and scissorbite. Very
much expression for the whole dog. Excellent
angulation and parallel standing in front and behind.
Excellent chest, very good topline, the tail is correct in
length, excellent ground covering. Coat and length is
ok, she is lovely dog.
BIM-veteran EXC1 CK 3BTKL

Avelsklass
KORAD Anamma Nord GullanGrym Deltar ej

KORAD CIE CIB NORDUCH EECH SV-V10 LP1 LP2 RLDN RLDF Briett Don Fidos Polluxx
The father are very typeful, 2 sons are the same type, the daughters are very feminine with elegance.
Movement are excellent, tail are well carried. Excellent angulation. Type in much expression.
Character friendly lovely suveran, children have dark eyes and scissorbite. Congratulation to the
breeder. 1HP – Bästa Avelsgrupp

Uppfödargrupp
Kennel Anamma Nord
Typical dogs, mouch expression , scissorbite, very excellent quality of coat , excellent type, excellent
movement with correct carried tails. Excellent standard, character very friendly dogs. Perhaps some
eyes should be a little bit darker. 1HP
Kennel Goblinwalley Deltar ej

Välkomna tillbaka 2017
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